I. INTRODUCTION
The high confinement, or H-mode regime, has been observed in tokamaks and other magnetic confinement devices for over 25 years. 1 It is characterized by edge transport barriers in both energy and particle channels, as evidenced by the formation of a narrow region of steep temperature and density gradient (or "pedestal") at and inboard of the last closed flux surface (LCFS), a sudden decrease in the H a or D a emission, and increases in average density and stored energy. Turbulence in the edge region typically decreases suddenly, which is thought to be responsible for the decreasing local transport. The global energy confinement increases considerably, by typically a factor of two compared to the low confinement L-mode regime without a barrier. This has greatly advanced prospects for fusion by reducing the device size needed to achieve a given confinement time. H-mode is the standard operating regime for most divertor tokamaks, including Alcator C-Mod, 2 and foreseen for ITER. 3 However, it is becoming increasingly clear that issues associated with H-mode pose operational challenges in a burning plasma. With a quiescent particle barrier, both electron density and impurity content continuously increase, until either the temperature pedestal erodes through core radiation, or a pressure limit is reached. Some edge instability is thus required to increase particle transport and regulate pressure. The most common such instabilities, large type I edge localized modes (ELMs), 4 release substantial energy which would erode or melt material surfaces; 5 these must either be actively mitigated or replaced with more benign, continuous instabilities such as the quasicoherent (QC) mode in enhanced D a (EDA) H-mode 6 or the edge harmonic oscillation in quiescent H-mode. 7 High particle confinement is also problematic in terms of transporting helium "ash" out of a burning plasma, and accumulating impurities in the core, diluting the fusion fuel. Independent control of energy and particle transport barriers would be ideal. The challenge is to avoid ELMs and impurity accumulation while also maintaining confinement and pressure sufficient for a burning regime.
A regime of operation has recently been explored on the Alcator C-Mod tokamak, referred to as "improved mode" or I-mode, which features an edge thermal transport barrier without a significant reduction in particle transport. 8, 9 It is characterized by steepening of ion and electron temperature gradients, comparable to those in H-mode, while density profiles remain close to those in L-mode [ Fig. 1(a) ]. As can be seen in Fig. 1(b) , stored energy also increases, while density remains constant, and there is only a modest change in D a , all in notable contrast to H-mode. Radiated power, not shown, is also unchanged.
Historically, modest increases in edge temperature and confinement were observed, usually transiently, in discharges with ion B Â rB drift away from the active x-point, which is known to increase the H-mode power threshold. [10] [11] [12] This phenomenon was termed "improved L-mode" on ASDEX Upgrade. 11, 13 It was shown that due to profile stiffness, global confinement also improved. 10 As edge profile and fluctuation diagnostics improved, it was noted that changes in broadband fluctuation spectra accompanied the reduction in edge transport, with decreases at moderate f and increases at f > 150 kHz. 14 Recent C-Mod experiments have greatly extended I-mode phases in both duration and performance, establishing this as a distinct, stationary transport barrier regime in which energy and particle transport are clearly separated. Steady I-modes have been maintained for >20 energy confinement times, in some cases limited only by the duration of the heating power and discharge flat top. Both normalized energy confinement and stored energy are comparable to those in C-Mod H-modes, 10 and the regime has been studied over a wide range of plasma parameters (0.7 I p 1.3 MA, 3 B T 6 T, 0.86 n e 2.05 Â 10 20 m À3 ) (Ref. 9). Volume averaged pressure, up to 1.5 atm, has approached the C-Mod, and tokamak, H-mode record of 1.8 atm. Newer experiments have demonstrated that steady I-modes can also be reliably accessed, in a lower power range, with favorable B Â rB drift in certain plasma shapes. The behavior, access conditions, and confinement in this configuration are described, and compared to those in unfavorable drift configuration, in Sec. II. Measurements and analysis of the edge plasma transport and the turbulence, flows, and electric field profiles which are thought to underlie the differences in energy and particle transport between L-, I-, and H-mode are presented in Sec. III. Transport questions raised by these observations, key issues for the application of the I-mode in burning plasmas, and directions for future work are discussed in Sec. IV. Section V summarizes the conclusions of the present study.
II. COMPARISON OF I-MODES WITH FAVORABLE AND UNFAVORABLE B 3 B DRIFT
Most I-modes on C-Mod, as well as improved L-modes elsewhere, were obtained with ion B Â rB drift away from the active x-point. For C-Mod this can be achieved either by reversing the magnetic field and current for discharges with dominant x-points near the closed lower divertor, or in a "normal" field with an x-point near the open upper divertor. A typical separatrix shape in this configuration is shown by the red curve in Fig. 2 , though I-modes have been achieved in a range of shapes (elongation k ¼ 1.5-1.78, triangularity
Transient examples of I-mode-like behavior with favorable drift were first noted unexpectedly in the pre-H-mode phases of a discharge in the LSN shape shown in green in I-mode can be robustly accessed in this shape, and be extended to steady state (>10 s E ). As shown in Fig. 3 , these I-mode discharges exhibit typical turbulence signatures of the regime, namely a reduction in mid-frequency fluctuations, 70-150 kHz in this example, and a simultaneous increase in higher frequency fluctuations, with a "weakly coherent mode" peaking at 230-250 kHz. Density and radiation remain steady for the duration of the ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH), with no ELMs. These experiments were conducted at 5.4-5.55 T, with I p 0.8-1.0 MA (q 95 3.1-3.9), and I-mode access was found to be sensitive to the x-point radius and=or strike point location. It should be emphasized that the formation of a thermal barrier before an H-mode transition is not normally observed in more typical shapes with favorable drift (e.g., the dashed curve in Fig. 2 ), even when power is ramped slowly 15, 16 or power thresholds are high due to high B (Ref. 14); broadband turbulence, particle and energy transport generally decrease promptly and simultaneously at L-H transitions. However, transitions have not been studied in all potential shapes with favorable drift, so it is possible that I-mode can be accessed in other shapes.
The biggest difference in I-modes with favorable vs. unfavorable magnetic configuration is in the lower power range for which the regime is accessed and can be sustained. Figure 4 (a) shows the total loss power P loss ¼ P RF,abs þ P oh -dW=dt, where P RF,abs is the absorbed ICRF power, estimated as 80% of the coupled power, P oh is the ohmic input power, which often decreases in I-mode, and W is the stored energy. Time windows are selected just before L-I transitions (red squares), representing the lower power threshold in a given discharge, and prior to I-H transitions, representing the upper limit of the regime for a given discharge (black squares). In some of the favorable drift cases, where the transition time was not distinct, windows early in the I-mode phase were used, giving an upper bound on P L-I . Power is normalized to the recent International Tokamak Physics Activity (ITPA) scaling, 17 P Thresh ¼ 0.0488 n e20 0.717 B T 0.80 S 0.941 , which was developed for favorable drift configurations. Not surprisingly, I-H thresholds for the unfavorable configuration are significantly higher. They also exhibit a strong I p or q 95 dependence, not present in the scaling, such that P I-H =P scaling increases from an average of 1.4 at q 95 > 4.5 to over 3 at q 95 < 3. Thresholds for L-I transitions lie in a similar range and again increase with I p ; loss powers range from 1.9 to 5.7 MW. In contrast, discharges with favorable B Â rB drift have thresholds for both I-H and L-I thresholds which closely fit the standard L-H scaling, and there is no apparent q 95 dependence. However, coil and power supply limitations restrict the range of plasma currents which can be achieved in this atypical shape to 1 MA, hence the range of q 95 is more limited. P loss in these I-modes is 1.1-1.6 MW. For 1 MA discharges, only 0.3 MW of ICRH was required. In a given discharge with varying ICRF power, the transition to I-mode is achieved at lower ICRF power than H-mode. Figure 1 shows a typical threshold experiment in which ICRF was deliberately increased in order to access both regimes; in other discharges with power kept constant, I-mode is maintained for the duration of the heating. However, partly due to evolution of ohmic power and dW=dt, there is considerable scatter in the total threshold powers for both L-I and I-H mode transitions, and a overlap in the P loss ranges for which I and H-modes are accessed [ Fig. 4(a) ]. This indicates that, as has been seen for many years with 
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Edge energy transport barrier and turbulence in the I-mode regime on Alcator C-Mod Phys. Plasmas 18, 056115 (2011) H-modes, other variables must affect I-mode access. There appear to be optimum shapes 9 and ranges of density, although these parameters have not been systematically explored nor their importance is understood. I-mode plasmas with favorable B Â rB drift direction also have similar normalized energy confinement to those with unfavorable drift and to H-modes. Figure 4 (b) compares confinement times normalized to the IPB98(y2) scaling. 18 For comparison, H 98,y2 is typically in the range 0.7-1.1 for steady EDA or ELMy H-modes on C-Mod, 19 which were used in the IPB scaling. It can be higher for ELM-free Hmodes, which however can only be maintained transiently. H 98,y2 for the I-modes with favorable drift ranges from 0.8 to 1.25, with an average about 1 as is also the case for previous 5-5.9 T I-modes. Due to the lower input power, however, absolute performance in this configuration is considerably lower, with maximum T e,95 0.57 keV and stored energy 95 kJ vs. 1.0 keV and 209 kJ in the highest power upper single null I-modes. The reduced power threshold is thus both an advantage, in that access to I-mode is easier, and a limitation. Because C-Mod is a high field, compact tokamak, the achieved pressure in both I and H-mode is generally not MHD-limited, even at the very high input power densities of up to 5.5 MW=m 3 (average power flux P=A 0.75 MW=m 2 ) used in these experiments. Normalized pressure b N in I-modes to date is in the range 0.5-1.2, with the discharges in favorable drift at the lower end of the range. This compares with a range of $ 0.8-1.6 for most C-Mod H-modes; the maximum to date is b N ¼ 1.8 at 5.4 T, slightly higher at reduced B. Expanding the power range for robust I-modes, in both magnetic configurations, is a focus of current research.
III. EVOLUTION OF EDGE TURBULENCE AND TRANSPORT

A. Decrease of edge thermal transport and correlation with turbulence changes
Characteristic changes in broadband turbulence are distinctive features of the I-mode regime. 9 A typical example is shown in Fig. 5 , for a discharge in the unfavorable configuration, which had clear transitions between L-mode, I-mode, and ELM-free H-mode at similar input power until 1.24 s, reverting to L-mode when ICRH decreased. Figure 5 (a) shows the evolution of 88 GHz reflectometer spectra, sensitive to density fluctuations near n c ¼ 9.6 Â 10 19 m À3 , which for this period is at r=a ffi 0.95. A significant decrease in fluctuations is apparent at the L-I transition (1.07 s), in the frequency range 60-150 kHz. Beginning at the same time, turbulence peaks at higher frequencies, initially $ 200 kHz and gradually upshifting to $ 260 kHz as the T e pedestal grows. At the I-H transition (1.22 s), remaining turbulence drops sharply at all f > 20 kHz, D a drops, and density begins to rise sharply. Representative spectra in each regime are shown in Fig 5(e) . In the I-mode phase (red), mid-frequency turbulence decreases to levels near H-mode, while the peak of the "weakly coherent mode" exceeds the L-mode level.
A simple thermal transport analysis has been carried out of the edge region, 0.95 w 1.0, computing an effective thermal conductivity v eff ¼ -P net =(2 kA n e rT eff ), as described in Ref 15 . rT eff is derived using ECE measurements of T e at w 95 and edge Thomson scattering at the separatrix, with constraints for scrape-off layer power balance, assuming that power flux is split between electron and ion channels. While L-mode edge T e profiles are typically linear, in I or H-mode rT eff will be lower than the peak pedestal gradient. As shown in Fig 5(b) , neither P net ¼ P loss -P rad,core , nor edge n e , evaluated at mid-region from edge Thomson scattering, 20 is increasing significantly between L-and Imode, while the average T e gradient increases from 25 to 88 keV=m. v eff [Fig. 5(c) ] thus decreases by a comparable percentage, from 0.55 to 0.2 m 2 =s in the first 30 ms, with a slight further reduction at later times. Integrated reflectometer fluctuations in the 60-150 kHz band, shown in Fig 5(d) , exhibit a decrease very similar in degree and time evolution, with a 60% drop in the first few milliseconds, and an 80% drop in the first 30 ms. This correlation strongly suggests that turbulence reduction in this band is responsible for the decreased thermal transport. However, it is notable that particle transport does not appear to change significantly. Fluctuations at higher frequency, in contrast, increase. At the I-H transition, there is a further decrease both in turbulence, at 
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Phys. Plasmas 18, 056115 (2011) all frequencies, and in v eff , which drops to about 0.05 m 2 =s. In this period particle transport also appears reduced, though measurements of edge ionization (Ly a ) are not sufficient for a quantitative analysis in L-and I-mode. While the general features of turbulence and transport changes are observed in all I-modes, the degree and rate of evolution are variable and depend on plasma parameters, in particular q 95 . In some cases, particularly high current, low q 95 discharges with large sawtooth heat pulses, a rapid transition from L-to I-mode occurs in only a few milliseconds, typically at a single heat pulse; see e.g., Fig. 15 of Ref. 9 . At higher q 95 , the transition can be more gradual and the turbulence peak at high frequencies broader and less pronounced. An example is shown in Fig. 6 , with unfavorable drift and q 95 ¼ 3.8. In this case changes in turbulence begin soon after ICRH is turned on at 0.6 s, with edge T e building up in steps at each sawtooth heat pulse. Mid-frequency turbulence [ Fig.  6(d) ] also decreases stepwise. It is interesting to note that an anticorrelation of edge T e and turbulence exists even in the steady I-mode phase, suggesting that transient increases in edge T or rT due to heat pulses are further suppressing the turbulence. The high frequency peak in this case reaches but does not exceed the L-mode level [ Fig. 6(e) ], and is very broad. This discharge did not make a transition to H-mode but persisted in I-mode, except for a back-transition due to an impurity injection; a somewhat stronger and higher frequency weakly coherent mode was observed in the second I-mode phase [green curve in Fig. 6(e) ]. In a few I-mode discharges at even higher q 95 (4.7), a mid-frequency decrease was observed but there was no distinct higher frequency peak, rather a flattening of the fluctuation spectra.
While the decrease in mid-frequency turbulence is most clearly and consistently apparent on reflectometry, which is sensitive only to density fluctuations, at k ? 6 cm À1 , and radially localized, 21 it is also observed on magnetics. Hence the responsible turbulence has an electromagnetic component. Sensitivity to plasma shape, particularly in the favorable configuration, also suggests a role for electromagnetic effects in the establishment of the I-mode regime. Fluctuations in the electron diamagnetic direction on the gas puff imaging (GPI) diagnostic, which views a puff of D or He gas at the outboard midplane, 22 typically decrease by a smaller degree, roughly 50%. D a emission in the parameter range of I-mode pedestals is sensitive to both n e and T e . Since it is not yet clear whether there are also changes in T e fluctuations, it is possible that perturbations inñ e andT e are partially canceling.
B. Edge flows and electric field
Strong shear in edge flows and radial electric field E r is widely considered to play a key role in the formation of edge particle and energy barriers in the H-mode regime. 23, 24 It is thus of interest to compare these quantities in I-mode and Hmode plasmas. Active CXRS data are available on a subset of I-mode discharges, measuring n, T, and velocity profiles of B þ5 with a diagnostic neutral beam. Initial I-mode investigations focused on discharges with moderate plasma current, 0.8 MA and temperature pedestals (400 eV). 8 Edge ion temperature pedestal profiles were found to be equal to T e (r), as is typical for most C-Mod plasmas due to the relatively high density and electron-ion coupling. A moderate E r well of 15 kV=m was observed, with x ExB intermediate between L-and H-mode regimes. Recent measurements of a higher current I-mode discharge (I p ¼ 1.1 MA, q 95 ¼ 3.8) are shown in Fig. 7 . A relatively broad T i pedestal (width > 1 cm) reaches 500 eV, again equal to T e (r) (diamonds) within uncertainties. A separate core CXRS diagnostic, 25 , not shown, also measures T i ¼ T e in the core gradient region into 
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Edge energy transport barrier and turbulence in the I-mode regime on Alcator C-Mod Phys. Plasmas 18, 056115 (2011) at least r=a $ 0.65. Toroidal velocity increases from near zero at the separatrix to 45 km=s, in the co-current direction, 4 cm into the confined plasma (r=a $ 0.8), with a profile roughly corresponding to T i (r). Central toroidal rotation, measured independently from Doppler shifts of core x-ray lines, increases by 70-80 km=s in I-mode, also in the co-current direction. Studies of a large number of I-mode and Hmode discharges have shown that this intrinsic rotation, which can reach 90 km=s, scales with edge rT in both regimes. 26 Since I-modes break the usual correlation between T e , n e , and p e gradients, comparisons in this regime have helped to show that there is not a strict correspondence between changes in rotation velocities and edge pressure gradients. The B 5þ poloidal rotation velocities are flat across the edge region, and zero within error bars. Comparing contributions to electric field in I-mode to those in a typical EDA Hmode ( Fig. 8) , the lack of a V pol contribution in the I-mode case [ Fig. 8(a) ] contrasts with the strong and narrow negative E r from impurity V pol Â B tor typical of C-Mod H-modes, which has also been measured on some other tokamaks. The net E r well in I-mode is dominated by the diamagnetic contribution in the impurity force balance, and is 30 kV=m peak-to-peak with a minimum value of -10 kV=m. In contrast, E r in H-mode [ Fig. 8(b) ] has a similar diamagnetic con-tribution but is dominated by the V pol component, giving an E r well of 65 kV=m peak-to-peak and a lower minimum in the example shown from Ref. 8 . EDA H-modes in general tend to have V pol contributions to the E r well of similar or larger size compared to the diamagnetic contribution. 27 
C. Characteristics of high frequency weakly coherent mode
As evident in Figs. 3, 5, and 6 , a key feature of the Imode regime is the appearance of a high frequency fluctuation peak, at the same time as the decrease in mid-frequency fluctuations and formation of a temperature pedestal. Further details of this "weakly coherent mode" (WCM) are given in Ref. 9 . The mode is most clearly and consistently visible on reflectometry, which is sensitive only to density fluctuations. More detailed measurements of the mode location and poloidal wavenumber are obtained from gas puff imaging. As shown in Fig. 9 , for an I-mode with q 95 ¼ 3.1 in the unfavorable configuration, the WCM has a typical k pol of $ 1-1.5 cm À1 and extends over at least 1 cm inside the separatrix, 0.95 < r=a 1; the inner extent of the diagnostic is limited by the depth of the neutral ionization. Reflectometry confirms the mode is localized to 0.9 < r=a 1. While these properties are similar to those of the QC mode which causes enhanced particle transport in EDA H-modes, 6 the frequency and thus poloidal phase velocity of the WCM are considerably higher. V pol in the discharge of Fig. 9 is 10.6 6 1.3 km=s in the electron diamagnetic direction, in the laboratory frame. For the higher q 95 case shown in Figs. 6-8, V pol of the broader mode is 8.5 6 3 km=s. Subtracting the weakly positive V E Â B computed from the measured E r (1.1-2.3 km=s in the region of a maximum WCM amplitude), the velocity in the plasma frame can be estimated as V pol,pl ¼ 6.8 6 3.6 km=s, still in the electron diamagnetic direction. For comparison, QC modes in EDA typically have V pol 2-4 km=s in the laboratory frame, 22 and given stronger negative E r will have lower velocity, possibly even in the ion diamagnetic direction, in the plasma frame. Another key distinction between the modes is in their operational space. QC modes and EDA are generally restricted to higher collisionality pedestals, v* ped > 1 and obtained most readily at higher q 95. 6, 28 The WCM, in contrast, is clearest in low q 95 , high T e , and low v* pedestals; v* ped as low as 0.13 has been achieved to date and there is no sign of a lower limit. 9 Since pedestal temperature and its gradient are highly correlated with I p in I-modes, it is In addition to the density fluctuations, a peak at the frequency of the weakly coherent mode is clearly evident on fast magnetic coils, indicating that the responsible turbulence has a significant electromagnetic component. Its measured amplitude is sensitive to the plasma-coil gap, consistent with a short wavelength mode. An estimate of the mode amplitude at the plasma edge, derived from measurements on various magnetic coils for the discharge of Fig. 9 assuming k r $ k pol , is 3-8 Â 10 À4 T (B=B tot $ 0.7-2 Â 10 À4 ). Typical toroidal mode numbers at this q 95 (3.1) are n ffi 20-25, decreasing to $ 10 at higher q.
IV. DISCUSSION
I-mode operation clearly demonstrates a regime where energy and particle transport can be separated, that is, where the first can be sharply suppressed while the second remains unchanged. This mode of operation is potentially very attractive for fusion, and may shed light on a number of important issues related to turbulence, transport regulation, and transport bifurcation. A potential picture of thermal transport suppression in the I-mode is emerging. The first step in formation of the barrier is external heating, which increases edge T gradients, both in steady state and more strongly as sawtooth heat pulses propagate to the edge. Edge electric field shear, dominated in both L-and I-modes by the diamagnetic term, increases. This may well be the reason for the observed decrease in mid-frequency turbulence, which has been shown to correlate closely with edge thermal transport, and could enable a further steepening of rT. While causality is always difficult to ascertain, the transient reduction in turbulence when edge T rises at each heat pulse in Fig. 6 supports a role of rT, or rp=n e , in the suppression. This general picture of a feedback loop leading to transport barrier formation is similar to that proposed for H-modes. However, in this case the changes appear to be rather gradual, with variable time scales for turbulence and transport suppression; intermediate states, difficult to classify as L-mode vs. Imode, are sometimes observed. This is suggestive of a milder second order transition, with monotonic flux-gradient curves changing in slope, rather than a first order bifurcation (the classic "S-curve") in which transport jumps from one stable state to another. 29 Comparison of CXRS profiles shows that another key difference is that H-modes have a strong V pol shear layer contributing to E r , whereas E r in Imodes is dominated by the diamagnetic term. Similar observations of a "two stage H-mode transition" have recently been reported on JT60-U. 30 In the first phase, the T i and E r profiles build up gradually, with roughly equal contributions to E r from diamagnetic and poloidal velocity in the C impurity force balance, and no sharp change in D a . In the second phase E r steepens rapidly, dominated by a larger V pol contribution, there is a sharp decrease in D a , and the change in n e gradients exceeds that in T i . It may be that rapid V pol changes are a key part of the usual L-H bifurcation, and that the stronger shear resulting in this case is needed for more complete suppression of turbulence, and of particle transport. However, it should be noted that the velocity profiles of the main ion species will be different from those of the measured impurities.
Key open questions are why the particle transport response to the decrease in mid-frequency turbulence is relatively weak, and why the turbulence at higher frequencies is not suppressed, and often even increases with a well defined peak particularly at low q 95 . This suggests that energy and particle transport may be dominated by different turbulent modes, k-ranges and=or frequency ranges. The lower E r shear in I-mode vs. H-mode could then be sufficient to decrease the turbulence responsible for thermal but not particle transport. Another possibility is that changes in phase between n, T, potential /, and B differently affect the energy and particle transport channels. 31 While cross-phase measurements are not currently available, analysis of the response of different diagnostics to the turbulence changes provides some additional information. From the decrease in magnetic fluctuations, the turbulence responsible for thermal transport clearly has an electromagnetic component. Future experiments will aim to assess T e fluctuations using electron cyclotron emission, which might influence the weaker response on GPI signals, and to compare the changes in density and D a emission fluctuations in different k ranges.
Other open questions include the physical origin and role of the weakly coherent mode in the I-mode. Given that in some discharges most of the remaining broadband edge turbulence is in this high frequency peak, and that density rises strongly and promptly when this is suppressed at an I-H transition, it seems likely that it plays a role in maintaining or increasing particle transport, and perhaps in avoiding a particle barrier formation. Following this argument, a heavy particle mode has been proposed as a potential instability in this regime. 32 The WCM becomes stronger and more coherent in low q 95 plasmas with high temperature pedestals; it is not clear which parameter is most important, and further 
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Edge energy transport barrier and turbulence in the I-mode regime on Alcator C-Mod Phys. Plasmas 18, 056115 (2011) systematic study is required. It is possible, though by no means demonstrated, that the increased rT in I-mode provides a drive for this instability. Perhaps the most important open issue, with practical implications for potential application to burning plasmas, is in understanding, and ultimately extending and controlling, the conditions in which I-mode, rather than L-or H-mode, can be accessed and robustly sustained. The proximity and overlap between L-I and I-H mode power thresholds implies that I-and H-modes are possible for quite similar global parameters, and that other, probably local, variables play a role. Future research will focus on extending the upper power range for sustaining I-mode without a particle barrier formation. Possible techniques include fueling to higher densities, optimizing shapes to increase the WCM transport, and actively exciting WCM or other edge modes to increase particle transport in the barrier region. Accessing I-mode in a wider range of shapes is also of interest. Experiments on other tokamaks, particularly lower field devices which can more readily assess the pressure limits, will be valuable in extrapolating the conditions and performance of the I-mode regime. While much remains to be learned, the fact that energy and particle transport can vary independently enhances the prospects for their independent control, extremely important for burning plasmas.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The I-mode regime on C-Mod features an edge thermal transport barrier, with T e and T i pedestals comparable to those in H-modes, without a strong particle transport barrier. Stationary I-modes have now been obtained with favorable ion B Â rB drift, in specific shapes, at 0.8 I p 1.0 MA, B T ffi 5.4 T, as well as with unfavorable drift over a wider range of shape and plasma parameters (0.7 I p 1.3 MA, 3 B T 6 T). With favorable drift, power thresholds are close to the standard scaling for L-H transitions, while with unfavorable drift they are $ 1.5-3 times higher, increasing with I p . Global energy confinement in both configurations is comparable to that in H-mode (0.8 < H 98,y2 < 1.25), while density profiles and impurity confinement are close to those in L-mode.
Transport analysis of the edge region shows a marked decrease in v eff , by typically a factor of 3, between L-and I-mode, with a further decrease at the I-H mode transition. The decrease in v eff correlates well with a decrease in midfrequency fluctuations on both density and magnetics diagnostics, over a frequency range of $ 50-150 kHz. Fluctuations at higher frequencies persist and often increase above L-mode levels, with a peak frequency of typically 250 kHz. This weakly coherent mode is strongest and has narrowest width (Df=f $ 0.45) at low q 95 and high T ped . Impurity CXRS measurements in I-mode reveal an E r well of typically 30 kV=m peak-to-peak. In contrast to H-mode, there is no V pol component of the B þ5 , and E r is dominated by the diamagnetic contribution in the impurity force balance. E r shear is intermediate between L-and H-mode. Co-current toroidal rotation is observed, scaling with edge rT consistent with observations in H-modes. 26 Further research is underway to understand the physics of the edge transport barrier formation, in particular the separation of energy and particle transport. We seek to extend the parameters over which I-mode can be robustly sustained, and to assess the suitability of the regime for burning plasma research, with the ultimate aim of independently controlling the energy and particle confinement.
